ABSTRACT
The study entitled "Political Conflicts and Human Rights Violations of
the New Order Regime (Analysis of Norman Fairclough's Model Discourse On
the Novel "The Sea Speaks His Name") was conducted with the aim of analyzing,
comparing, and instructing the reality of political conflicts and human rights
violations during the new order. There were irregularities in the abduction and
enforced disappearance of student activists before The New Order regime
collapsed. Analysis of literary works in the form of novels becomes the subject of
research to see the details of political conflict events and human rights violations
that occur through the practice of power.
Research uses Thomas Hobbes' state theory of power, political conflict
theory, and conventions on human rights so that analysis through critical
paradigms with these three stages of analysis can become new knowledge for both
authors and readers. The method the authors used in this study was a descriptive
research method by analyzing discourse using Norman Fairclough's model. The
author uses a narrative study research approach that is the study of a text or
discourse about a particular event. Data collection techniques are carried out
through manuscript documents, and reading and recording techniques to be
analyzed according to needs.
The result of research found is that novels as literary works are able to
describe the details of an event that is not sufficiently explained only through news
reports, in this case literary works such as novels can also be an alternative medium
to convey criticism of an event. Through the analytical methods used it was
discovered how the New Order was portrayed, how the relationship between state
and society, and how the New Order was identified in the novel "The Sea Speaks
His Name". Human rights violations that occur are an attempt to maintain power
under the pretext of maintaining national security and order. Political conflict
occurs due to a channeling mechanism that is not received properly resulting in
massive and prolonged resistance.
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